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Disclaimer

The information shared in this whitepaper is not all-
encompassing or comprehensive and does not in
any way intend to create or put into implicit effect
any elements of a contractual relationship. The
primary purpose of this whitepaper is to provide
information about Volk Token and Volk app. Before
using this app and investing in this token analyze the
project and make an informed decision. 
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Prior to your participation in the purchase of Volk Token, we strongly advocate a
careful study of this whitepaper and all the documents associated with the
same. You may even engage the services of appropriate experts to help you with
your analysis.

Certain statements, estimates and financial
information featured in this whitepaper are
forward-looking statements that are based on
and take into consideration certain known and
unknown contingencies and risks which in
eventuality may cause the estimated results or
may differ factually and substantially from the
featured estimates or results extrapolated or
expressed in such forward-looking statements
herewith. 



The world is becoming more global, mobile, and digitized. Workers today
cooperate more than ever, utilizing new technologies to collaborate across the
entire earth in real time. Much of how organizations operate is being challenged
by new technologies and especially new forms of currency. It is a time of
unparalleled chaos and disruption in the business and financial world and all
sectors are being affected. In this white paper we will discuss the application of
crypto currency and block chain technology to the automotive industry in
particular via the Volk Coin and Volk App projects.

ABSTRACT
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Thousands upon thousands of new projects have been launched upon the heels
of the success of Bitcoin and Ethereum, with each new successive project
proposing to fill gaps in the market and bring the power of crypto to the masses
in new and valuable ways.

Despite the overall success of crypto currencies in general, most of these new
projects struggle to find a use case or utility for their coins. Many have a very
difficult time connecting their tokens to the real world.

The Volk Coin and Volk App project will bridge this gap and make this connection
by simultaneously creating a platform for the working class and a
cryptocurrency that is based on the value of skilled labor.



Crypto currencies are increasingly being incorporated into the wage and benefit
systems of advanced apps and traditional organizations. Crypto Currencies
have a wide range of benefits over fiat currencies, primarily because of a
trustless, anonymous and simultaneously public architecture that is
uncontrollable by state governments and central banks. The fact that these
alternative currencies are not controllable by states, banks or NGO's is one of the
main reasons for their growing popularity. This means it is unaffected by outside
influences beyond the community that uses them and the markets that benefit
from them. Thousands of projects have been introduced into the market to bring
the potential of crypto currency to the masses in creative and valuable ways.

The Volk Coin/App Project will
bridge this gap and make this
connection by simultaneously
creating a platform for the working
class and a cryptocurrency based
on the value of skilled labor,
founded first on mobile automotive
restoration.

Introduction
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As stated previously, many of these new projects fail to discover a use case or
practical utility for their project. Even the most successful often struggle to relate
their tokens to the real world.



Volk Coin will do this by serving as the utility token of the Volk App. The
Volk App connects vehicle owners and drivers directly with mobile vehicle
restoration technicians who provide mobile scratch and chip repair, clear
coat restoration, mobile glass repair, paint less dent repair, alloy wheel
repair, mobile bumper repair, automotive interior leather and cloth repair.

PAGE 25 ABOUT VOLK APP
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Automotive restoration is a massive
world-wide industry that is
supported by hundreds of
thousands of existing technicians
who are already mobile that serve
the existing network of dealerships
and body shops. Similar to how Halo
and Uber and Lyft transformed the
taxi and ride sharing industries, the
Volk App will transform how vehicle
owners and drivers service and
maintain their vehicles. No longer
will drivers be limited to only
dealerships and body shops for their
automotive restoration needs, they
will be able to review, rate, negotiate
and request service from local
mobile technicians that come
directly to a vehicle owners home or
other location at the drivers
convenience.



Volk Coin will serve as the native utility token of the Volk App. The token
itself has been built on the Polygon/Matic Network and will be fully
swappable on all major secondary decentralized exchanges. It has been
built to hold and produce value from the ground up. Unlike many crypto
projects that struggle to find utility, Volk Coin launches with a clear utility
and use case as is supported by an already proven business model via
direct commission from services and sales. A portion of all profits made
from services via the Volk App will go directly into the treasury and
liquidity pool of Volk Coin.

Beyond a steady stream of income and value directly into the currency
from service and sales via the app, technicians and customers will earn
rewards based on a percentage of gross sales. They will be able to invest
directly in the project, stake the token to mint new coins, earn bonuses
and tips via the token, pay and tip each other with the token, buy virtual
training materials with the token, and swap and exchange the token using
Volk Coin Wallet on a variety of decentralized exchanges.
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VOLK COIN



Decentralized Exchanges
empower users to trade tokens
for other assets without the need
for a centralized intermediary or
custodian. Traditional exchanges
(centralized exchanges) provide
similar services, but the
investments available are
subject to the will and costs of
the exchange and a general lack
of transparency of internal token
economics.

PAGE 25

One of the main
advantages of using a
decentralized exchange
is anonymity and security
of all users, technicians
and drivers alike.

PAGE 25Why Decentralised Exchanges
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Staking is another relatively risk-free approach
for the working class to contribute to the
governance of blockchain networks and be
highly compensated for their efforts. Aside
from the monetary incentives that staking
provides, Proof of Stake (PoS) as an alternative
consensus method for burgeoning DeFi and
blockchain applications has a number of
advantages. It uses less energy than Proof of
Work (PoW) since it doesn't require massive
amounts of electricity or ever-increasing
amounts of processing power to solve
cryptographic block building. Validating nodes
must possess or produce a certain quantity of
the asset to verify blocks, which encourages
longer-term engagement in protecting
blockchain networks. Staking can not only offer
rewards but also allow you input on a project's
future direction if the correct incentives are in
place.

In summary, The Volk Coin project is unlike any
other crypto currency, for it launches with a
clear utility and a proven labor-based value
immediately rather than theoretically. Within
the last ten years, the business model has
been confirmed in the real world with tens of
thousands of delighted and proven
customers, and the project is currently being
maintained and supported by private
automotive firms and professionals.

STAKING
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The entire world is becoming more and more aware of digital products as
a result the technological revolution of our age. Volk Coin is a completely
unique digital asset and is the first genuine step in directly integrating
block chain technology with labour and is forming what has been called
"blue collar technology". It solves multiple issues at once while also
providing consumers and technicians with convenience and easy access
to crypto currency through existing profitable enterprises. Ultimately, Volk
is about the people and bring value directly drivers and technicians and
investors alike.

CONCLUSION
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